CHECK OUT THE ECO-FRIENDLY WALLPAPER TECHNOLOGY OF SEOUL WALLPAPER SINCE 1968

WITH 53 YEARS OF HISTORY, SEOUL WALLPAPER IS THE WALLPAPER FOR TOMORROW.

SEOUL WALLPAPER CARES FOR OUR NATURE THROUGH CONSISTENT DEVELOPMENT OF ECO-FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGY.

Since establishment in 1968, we have consistently put every effort of ours to improve quality of wallpaper materials development and diverse designs and grew and achieved to become the leader of the wallpaper industry. Based on accumulated technology, we are actively performing to create the new future of wallpaper culture and to leap toward wider areas.

SEOUL WALLPAPER CONSIDERS OUR HEALTH THROUGH USING ECO-FRIENDLY ADDITIVES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHTHALATE FREE</th>
<th>FDA</th>
<th>NSF</th>
<th>EU-REACH</th>
<th>ENVIGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passes stability of international accredited institutions</td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td>National Sanitation Foundation</td>
<td>Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation &amp; Restriction of Chemicals</td>
<td>Medical Chemical Testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
99.9%

ANTIVIRUS, BACTERIAL, FUNGAL.
WE CARE ABOUT OUR HEALTH.

ANTI-BACTERIAL ACTIVITY TEST
E. coli, salmonella, staphylococcus aureus, it exerts antibacterial force on pneumococcal and others.

ANTI-BACTERIAL ACTIVITY VALUE 99.9%

FUNGAL RESISTANCE TEST
Anti-fungal function prevents skin diseases, allergies, respiratory diseases, etc.

DETERMINATION RESISTANCE OF SYNTHETIC POLYMERIC MATERIAL TO FUNGI
THE TREND OF DESIGN

DESIGNER'S RECOMMENDATION

TRENDS | Focus on the square

MODERN | Unique just for us

CLASSIC | Make in new classic

NATURAL | Bring nature
FOCUS ON THE SQUARE

Create vital space by giving a new stimulation through sensible design and creative fabric sensation. It delivers various energy to modern people who are tired of same life pattern.
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FOCUS ON
Focus on the square
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Interior with basic geometric arrangements, delicate three-dimensional effect and solid color palette would deliver us the ease and comfort as well as the creation of likley space by combining bold and contrasting geometric, color and patterns.
Vintage flower pattern wallpaper gives us the feeling that we are re-connected with nature and that we are under protection.
Interior with basic geometric arrangements, delicate three-dimensional effect and solid color palette would deliver us the ease and comfort as well as the creation of lively space by combining bold and contrasting geometric, color and patterns.
It is recommended to place big plants such as foliage plants to remind of refreshing and cool Mediterranean or the tropical regions. It will not only bring the natural beauty and energy of the house but also it will be the familiar and comfortable space for us.
It is recommended to place big plants such as foliage plants to remind of refreshing and cool Mediterranean or tropical regions. It will not only bring the natural beauty and energy of the house but also it will be the familiar and comfortable space for us.